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� Why the development and implementation
of such high�tech solution as UPH are so actual
for the financial companies and banks?

� Gennady Kublanovsky: Facing various
payment engines in the accountancy is a common
occurrence for banks, financial agents and
service�providers, which leads to their contrac�
tual and technical overloads, specially, during
new partners' on�boarding process. Precisely
speaking, this complicates the IT�infrastructure
and increases maintenance cost. The Universal

Payment Hub – a unified technological platform,
which could be used for various business models,
including Person2Person/Person2channels, infor�
mation exchange and mutual settlements between

buyers, service providers and financial inter�
mediaries in such modes as:

● Cash�to�Account/Card
● Account/Card�to�Cash;
● Cash�to�Cash;
● Account�to�Account;
● Data�to�Data;
● Data�to�Financial Information;
● Financial Information�to�Data, etc.

Volodymyr Volynchuk: The UPH platform is
indispensable for setting up a partner network
of cooperation, data exchange and online infor�
mation processing between the Clients paying
by cash for multiple merchandise and services
(e.g. rendered by Internet trading companies),
filling up credit cards, e�wallets, mobile phones,
making money orders, and also between agent
banks and banks of settlements. The platform
permits a single bank to be both a bank of
settlements and agent bank, render services of
any complexity for different banks of settlements,
and be operated through various sales channels
(cash desks, kiosks, mobile/internet banking).
UPH not only supplies additional services to a
bank, but may also supply existing bank's services
to other participants/agents of UPH network.

Gennady Kublanovsky: Besides banks and
commercial entities, the platform might be inter�
esting for insurance companies, international
payment systems, card processing centers, big
companies and supermarkets, express mail
companies, regional banks.

What are UPH benefits?

� Gennady Kublanovsky: The Universal
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ProFIX is a top#ranked company supplying IT solutions and associated high#standard
services within financial sector. Among company's customers are 250+ banks and
other financial service companies in 16 countries. ProFIX celebrates 20th Anniversary
with its innovative FinTech solution – Universal Payment Hub (UPH).
Gennady Kublanovsky, President of ProFIX, and Volodymyr Volynchuk, FinTech
Director, ProFIX, explain the benefits of UPH platform for the business develop#
ment to the "FUETE" readers.
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Payment Hub offers banks and financial compa�
nies the unlimited opportunities to develop new
products and services reduсing their time to
market and increasing the cost�effectiveness.
The main idea of UPH is to provide our partners
with high�tech solution which will give them the
maximum number of degrees of freedom to
choose business partners, aggregators, services,
systems, business models, etc. We understand
the industry trends and try to keep two steps
ahead of the market, so we implement the FinTech
LEGO conceipt in our UPH solution. As a result,
UPH is an open supermarket where everyone
can sell and buy different set of services and
use available services to build their own sets.
This is our main advantage which leads to UPH
benefits for users.

� Volodymyr Volynchuk: Thus, the UPH gives
banks and companies such benefits as:

● No any software installation required for
UPH Members. Users and administrators connect
to UPH via secure Internet connection (HTTPS)
– Web�interface.

● Possibility to enhance business with the
rapid implementation of new customer services. 

● UPH is a gateway to numerous services of
international and local service providers.

● UPH can be used in the remote channels
of the customer. 

● UPH can be integrated to self�service kiosks,
mobile phones, online banking, etc., as the
universal web�service.

● UPH acts as a single point of entry to various
helpful services allowing to win new customers,
to increase customer loyalty, to push cross�selling.

What are the UPH features?

� Volodymyr Volynchuk: Such Universal
Payment Hub features as Receiving, Collecting
and Sending allow to easily receive payment
details from service provider, collect funds from
end consumer and send payment information to
service provider, confirming the completion of
payment. The Aggregation function provides access
to various service providers via single interface.
The UPH's Information clearing swiftly sorts and
reconciles payments, making settlements of UPH
members transparent and convenient.

� Gennady Kublanovsky: The Reporting and
data are important features as well, creating
reports of any complexity and exporting data to
any accepted format. Individual customization is
also available. And to expand the UPH members'
business the Connecting agents is necessary.

There are already 22 banks and financial
companies that joined the UPH Project. And
among them are such members of internation�
al financial group as Intesa Sanpaolo and
UniCredit. The UPH Project is growing, and we
open new horizons for its development.
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